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HUAWEI STRIKES BACK: CHALLENGING NATIONAL 

SECURITY DECISIONS BEFORE INVESTMENT ARBITRAL 

TRIBUNALS 

Ming Du  

ABSTRACT 

As a direct reaction to rising investment from China amid the transformation 

of the geopolitical context in which China has emerged as a great power, 

Western countries, including the United States, have introduced new or 

reinforced existing national security screening mechanisms. Confronting 

weaponized national security reviews in host countries, Chinese investors have 

recently begun to challenge national security decisions before international 

investment arbitral tribunals, claiming that such decisions have breached host 

countries’ obligations under international investment treaties. Chinese telecoms 

giant Huawei’s investment treaty claim against the Government of Sweden 

before the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) 

over its exclusion from the rollout of 5G network in January 2022 is one of the 

most prominent examples.  

This article takes stock of the whole body of arbitral awards rendered on 

national security decisions in investment arbitration and applies it to Huawei’s 

ongoing complaint against the Government of Sweden. As the first critical 

analysis of whether the ban on Huawei from supplying 5G infrastructure on 

national security grounds violated the Government of Sweden’s investment 

treaty obligations, this article argues that Huawei is likely to fight an uphill 

battle in persuading the arbitral tribunal that the Swedish national security 

decision is inconsistent with the China-Sweden bilateral investment treaty. The 

analytical framework provided in this article is useful to analyze all future 

investment disputes initiated by foreign investors regarding host countries’ 

national security decisions. Moreover, this article argues that Huawei’s 

challenge of the national security decision of the Government of Sweden is not 

an isolated incident, but an outgrowth of a long-brewing tension between 

China’s state capitalism and the liberal international economic order. Whether 

the investment arbitral tribunal may handle the Huawei dispute adroitly is a 

litmus test of the resiliency of international investment norms to accommodate 
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systemic friction between heterogeneous political-economic models and rising 

strategic distrust in the era of geoeconomics. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As the international economic order is transitioning away from a neoliberal 

order, in which deeper economic integration was viewed as contributing to 

mitigating conflicts and preserving world peace, towards a new geoeconomic 

order, in which economic interdependence itself is seen as a security risk, it is 

no longer possible to separate national security threats from economic issues.1 

Indeed, one of the most striking trends in investment policy over the past decade 

was that numerous countries have introduced new or reinforced existing national 

security screening mechanisms for foreign investment.2 Recent examples 

include the United Kingdom’s National Security and Investment Act 2021,3 

the European Union’s framework for screening foreign direct investment,4 the 

enhanced investment screening requirements that are embodied in Foreign 

Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018 (FIRRMA) in the United 

States,5 and Measures for the Security Review of Foreign Investment adopted in 

2020 in China.6 The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated this trend in response 

to new national security concerns about foreign investment.7  

It is no secret that the upgrading of investment screening mechanisms in 

some Western countries represents a direct reaction to rising investment from 

China in sensitive industries and, more broadly, to the transformation of the 

geopolitical context in which China has emerged as a great power.8 The 

Government of China has vehemently criticized national security review of 

foreign investment from China in some Western countries as discriminatory, 

arbitrary, and politicalized. For example, commenting on Australia’s decision to 

 

 1 Anthea Roberts et al., Toward a Geoeconomic Order in International Trade and Investment, 22 J. INT’L 

ECON. L. 655, 676 (2019).  

 2 See U.N. CONF. ON TRADE & DEV., NATIONAL SECURITY-RELATED SCREENING MECHANISMS FOR 

FOREIGN INVESTMENT: AN ANALYSIS OF RECENT POLICY DEVELOPMENTS 4 (Dec. 2019), 

https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/diaepcbinf2019d7_en.pdf; Michael E. Leiter et al., CFIUS 

Goes Global: New FDI Review Processes Proliferate, Old Ones Expand, SKADDEN (Jan. 19, 2022), 

https://www.skadden.com/insights/publications/2022/01/2022-insights/regulation-enforcement-and-

investigations/cfius-goes-global. 

 3 The National Security and Investment Act 2021, c. 25 (U.K.). 

 4 Regulation 2019/452, of the European Parliament and of the Council of Mar. 19, 2019, Establishing a 

Framework for the Screening of Foreign Direct Investments into the Union, 2019 O.J. (L 79/1).  

 5 Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018, Pub. L. No. 115–132, § 1701, 132 Stat. 

2174 [hereinafter FIRRMA].  

 6 Measures for the Security Review of Foreign Investment No. 37 (promulgated by the Nat’l Dev. & 

Reform Comm’n of the People’s Republic of China and the Ministry of Com. of the People’s Republic of China, 

Dec. 19, 2020, effective Jan. 18, 2021) (China).  

 7 Harlan Grant Cohen, Nations and Markets, 23 J. INT’L ECON. L. 793, 796–97 (2020).  

 8 Maria Adele Carrai, The Rise of Screening Mechanisms in the Global North: Weaponizing the Law 

Against China’ s Weaponized Investments?, 8 CHINESE J. COMP. L. 351, 356–62 (2020). 
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block the acquisition of a major Australian construction company by a Chinese 

state-owned enterprise in 2021, the Chinese Embassy in Canberra accused the 

Australian government of “weaponizing” national security.9 China’s Ministry of 

Commerce has also identified the abuse of national security review as a major 

regulatory hurdle for Chinese investors in the United States.10 

To respond to the allegedly unfair and arbitrary national security reviews, 

Chinese investors have resorted to a range of formal and informal mitigating and 

remedial measures, including lobbying, media campaigns, diplomatic 

assistance, support from business associations, and contesting national security 

decisions in domestic courts of host states.11 However, Chinese investors have 

rarely challenged national security decisions before international investment 

arbitral tribunals.12 The lack of effective use of investor-state dispute settlement 

(ISDS) by Chinese investors stands in sharp contrast to the number of 

international investment treaties (IIAs) China has signed, many of which include 

most of the standard investment protections along with full advance consent to 

ISDS.13  

Beneath the apparently calm surface, the situation is stormy. The presence 

of Chinese investors in ISDS proceedings has been rising fast in recent years. 

Since 2019, Chinese investors have filed nine investment arbitration cases 

against foreign host states, more than what Chinese investors had filed for nearly 

forty years since China entered into the first bilateral investment treaty with 

Sweden in 1982.14 Most significantly, the Chinese telecoms giant Huawei filed 

a formal investment treaty claim against the Government of Sweden before the 

International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) in January 

2022. The claim was concerned with Huawei’s exclusion from the rollout of 5G 

network in Sweden amid national security concerns.15 It is widely recognized 

that Huawei’s legal challenge of the Swedish ban may be only the tip of the 

 

 9 Levi Parsons, Furious China Accuses Australia of ‘Weaponising National Security’ by Blocking a $300 

Million Takeover of a Major Building Company, DAILY MAIL AUSTL. (Jan. 12, 2021), 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9139979/China-accuses-Australia-weaponising-national-security-

blocking-300million-takeover.html. 

 10 Ministry of Commerce Regular Press Briefing, MINISTRY OF COM. CHINA (July 25, 2019), 

http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/article/newsrelease/press/201908/20190802889887.shtml. 

 11 Ji Li, In Pursuit of Fairness: How Chinese Multinational Companies React to U.S. Government Bias, 

62 HARV. INT’L L.J. 375, 380–87 (2021).  

 12 Id. at 398–400. 

 13 Yuwen Li & Bian Cheng, China’s Stance on Investor-State Dispute Settlement: Evolution, Challenges, 

and Reform Options, 67 NETH. INT’L L. REV. 503, 514–23 (2020). 

 14 Ming Du, Explaining China’s Approach to Investor-State Dispute Settlement Reform, 27 EUR. L.J. 

(forthcoming 2022).  

 15 Huawei Tech. Co., Ltd. v. Kingdom of Sweden, ICSID Case No. ARB/22/2 (registered on Jan. 21, 2022).  
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iceberg given that Huawei equipment is currently banned in over a dozen 

countries and even more countries are considering banning Huawei equipment 

from their 5G networks.16 

This article provides the first critical analysis of Huawei Technologies Co., 

Ltd. v. Kingdom of Sweden amid the heated global political debate on how to 

handle alleged national security concerns about Huawei. International arbitral 

tribunals have dealt with foreign investors’ complaints against national security 

decisions of host states in a number of disputes.17 Because of substantial textual 

variations among IIAs and the lack of an appellate mechanism in ISDS, ad hoc 

arbitral tribunals have so far rendered inconsistent interpretations of even the 

same investment treaty provisions.18 Consequently, precisely how investment 

arbitral tribunals approach national security decisions of host states is a case-by-

case exercise.19 Huawei’s challenge to the Swedish ban provides a new 

opportunity for an investment arbitral tribunal to clarify some long outstanding 

questions concerning the national security defense in ISDS.  

Taking stock of all the public information about Huawei and the whole body 

of arbitral awards rendered on measures taken for safeguarding national security, 

this article argues that Huawei is likely to fight an uphill battle in persuading the 

arbitral tribunal that the Swedish decision is inconsistent with the China-Sweden 

bilateral investment treaty (BIT). More importantly, this article argues that 

Huawei’s challenge to the national security decision of the government of 

Sweden is not an isolated incident but an outgrowth of a long-brewing tension 

between China’ party-state capitalism and the liberal international economic 

order.20 Whether the investment arbitral tribunal may handle the dispute adroitly 

is a litmus test of the resiliency of international investment norms to 

 

 16 Joe Panettieri, Huawei: Banned and Permitted in Which Countries?, CHANNELE2E (Dec. 27, 2021), 

https://www.channele2e.com/business/enterprise/huawei-banned-in-which-countries/; Ian Young, Why a 

Canadian Ban on Huawei 5G May Come with a Whimper, Not a Bang, S. CHINA MORNING POST (Nov. 24, 

2021), https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3157141/why-canadian-ban-huawei-5g-may-

come-whimper-not-bang. 

 17 At least sixteen national security-related investment cases have been examined by international 

arbitration tribunals. Most of these cases (ten) involved claims filed by foreign investors against Argentina. See 

U.N. CONF. TRADE & DEV., WORLD INVESTMENT REPORT 2016: INVESTOR NATIONALITY: POLICY CHALLENGES 

97 (2017). 

 18 Susan D. Franck, The Legitimacy Crisis in Investment Treaty Arbitration: Privatizing Public 

International Law Through Inconsistent Decisions, 73 FORDHAM L. REV. 1521, 1545–46 (2005). 

 19 Martins Paparinskis, Circumstances Precluding Wrongfulness in International Investment Law, 31 INT’L 

CENTER SETTLEMENT INV. DISP. REV. 484, 493–96 (2016).  

 20 Margaret Pearson, Meg Rithmire & Kellee S. Tsai, Party-State Capitalism in China 6 (Harv. Bus. Sch., 

Working Paper No. 21-065, 2020).  
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accommodate systemic friction between heterogeneous political-economic 

models and rising strategic distrust in the era of geoeconomics.21  

The article proceeds as follows. Part II explains the driving forces behind the 

proliferation of national security review in international investment. Using the 

national security review in the United States as an example, it also illustrates 

why certain features of national security review are viewed as “weaponized” 

against Chinese investors. Part III reviews critically how investment arbitral 

tribunals scrutinize sensitive national security decisions of host states. Part IV 

provides the first analysis of the Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. v. Kingdom of 

Sweden dispute, identifying the key legal issues raised by the dispute and 

analyzing how the arbitral tribunal may approach these issues. Part V concludes 

the article by suggesting that the outcome of the Huawei dispute will have a 

lasting effect on shaping the contours of international investment law in the age 

of geoeconomics. 

I. THE WEAPONIZATION OF NATIONAL SECURITY REVIEW IN INTERNATIONAL 

INVESTMENT LAW 

A. Explaining the Proliferation of National Security Review 

A number of factors account for the proliferation of national security review 

mechanisms in national foreign investment laws. To begin with, whereas the 

concept of national security was traditionally framed in terms of armed attack, 

civil war, terrorist activity, rioting or other nexus to warfare, the range of issues 

may be credibly described as national security has expanded exponentially in 

the 21st century world of complex supply chains and “weaponized 

interdependence.”22 Diffuse threats such as economic emergencies, infectious 

disease, cybersecurity, transnational crime, corruption, human rights violations, 

environmental degradation, and climate change are perceived as national 

security matters even if there is no military dimension to the threat.23 As the 

range of security threats expands, so does the range of industries that may be 

considered security sensitive. The sensitive sectors are no longer limited to 

military and defense industries and can encompass, among others, 

telecommunications, transportation, energy, water and food supply, education, 

 

 21 KENNETH LIEBERTHAL & WANG JISI, ADDRESSING US-CHINA STRATEGIC DISTRUST 20–33 ( 2012). 

 22 Henry Farrell & Abraham L. Newman, Weaponized Interdependence: How Global Economic Networks 

Shape State Coercion, 44 INT’L SEC. 42, 45 (2019).  

 23 J. Benton Heath, The New National Security Challenge to the Economic Order, 129 YALE L.J. 1020, 

1034–35 (2020). 
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health services, and the media.24 For example, the national security review of 

foreign investment in Canada may take into account not only factors related to 

traditional militarized security, such as the potential effects on Canada’s national 

defense capabilities and sensitive technology with military, intelligence or dual 

military/civilian applications, but also new national security concerns such as 

supply of critical goods and services, sensitive personal data, organized crime, 

and corrupt foreign officials.25 

Furthermore, technology is a key enabler for economic, political, and 

military power, and a crucial factor for the international competitiveness of 

countries.26 The mastery of cutting-edge technologies and know-how is vital to 

economic growth, national security, and social stability.27 Some technological 

areas, such as artificial intelligence, high-performance computing, 

biomaterials and the emerging 5G environment, appear to offer the potential 

for transformative change. Advances in these areas are likely to shape 

societies, economies, and create new forms of power and influence in the 

international system.28 Consequently, states in possession of such assets may 

have a strong interest in ensuring that they remain in domestic hands. This point 

was succinctly put by Chinese President Xi Jinping:  

Science and technology innovation has become a critical support for 
increasing comprehensive national strength . . . whoever holds the key 
to science and technology innovation makes an offensive move in the 
chess game and will be able to preempt the rivals and win the 
advantages.29  

At the same time, President Xi highlighted the importance of leading in 

technology through one’s own efforts, adding that: 

Only by holding these technologies in our own hands can we ensure 
economic security, national security and security in other areas … we 
will realize the goal that core technologies are self-developed and 

 

 24 Frédéric Wehrlé & Joachim Pohl, Investment Policies Related to National Security – A Survey of Country 

Practices 23 (OECD Working Papers on Int’l Inv., Paper No. 2016/02, 2016).  

 25 Minister of Innovation, Sci. & Ind., Guidelines on the National Security Review of Investments, GOV’T 

OF CAN. (Mar. 24, 2021), https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/ica-lic.nsf/eng/lk81190.html (Can.). 

 26 MARTIJN RASSER & MEGAN LAMBERTH, TAKING THE HELM: A NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY TO 

MEET THE CHINA CHALLENGE 9–11 (2021).  

 27 James Manyika et al., Disruptive Technologies: Advances that will Transform Life, Business, and the 

Global Economy, 19 MCKINSEY GLOB. INST. (May 2013).  

 28 Office of the Dir. of Nat’l Intelligence, Global Trends 2040: A More Contested World, 54–65 (Mar. 

2021); MATTHEW DANIELS & BEN CHANG, NATIONAL POWER AFTER AI 13–23 (2021). 

 29 XI JINPING, THE GOVERNANCE OF CHINA 132–33 (2014).  
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controllable, and keep the initiative for innovation and development 
securely in our own hands.30  

In the same logic, the European Union is investing billions of euros into 

what it believes are fundamental and core technologies as part of an effort to 

boost its “technology sovereignty” and reduce its dependency on technologies 

that come from beyond its borders.31 With recent supply chain disruptions in the 

semiconductor and other industries, technological sovereignty is seen as a 

particularly important issue.32 

Against this background, it is widely acknowledged that technology 

competition is central to Sino-American geostrategic competition.33 It is 

therefore unsurprising that the FIRRMA expands the scope of “covered 

transactions” that fall within the national security review to include critical 

technologies; critical infrastructure; and security-sensitive personal data of U.S. 

citizens (TID U.S. business).34 Notably, there is no equity investment threshold 

that would exclude a “covered transaction” in a TID U.S. business, meaning that 

a foreign person acquiring even a minority interest in a TID U.S. business would 

be considered a “covered transaction” if certain rights are granted to foreign 

investors.35 

Next, strengthening national security mechanisms is in part also a reaction 

to the increasing investment activities of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and 

sovereign wealth funds. Despite three decades of extensive state reform and 

privatization, sovereign investments remain an important economic force in the 

global economy.36 Over the past decade, the share of SOE assets among the 

world’s 2,000 largest firms has doubled to twenty percent. At $45 trillion in 

 

 30 Xi Jinping, President of China, Make China a Global Centre for Science and Innovation, Speech at the 

Joint Session of the 19th Meeting of the Members of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the 14th Meeting of 

the Members of the Chinese Academy of Engineering (May 28, 2018).  

 31 Sam Shead, Europe is Focusing on “Tech Sovereignty” as Tensions Flare between the U.S. and China, 

CNBC (Mar. 10, 2021), https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/10/tech-sovereignty-key-issue-for-europe-amid-

tensions-between-us-china.html. 

 32 European Commission Press Release, Digital Sovereignty: Commission Proposes Chips Act to Confront 

Semiconductor Shortages and Strengthen Europe’s Technological Leadership (Feb. 8, 2022). 

 33 Brad Glosserman, Rethink Power in a New Era of Great Power Competition, NAT’L INTEREST (Aug. 28, 

2021), https://nationalinterest.org/feature/rethink-%E2%80%98power%E2%80%99-new-era-

%E2%80%98great-power-competition%E2%80%99%C2%A0-192320.  

 34 FIRRMA, supra note 5, § 1703(a)(4)(B)(iii). 

 35 Id. §1703(a)(4). 

 36 Milan Babic, State Capital in a Geoeconomic World: Mapping State-led Foreign Investment in the 

Global Political Economy, REV. INT’L. ECON. 5 (forthcoming 2022). 
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2018, these assets are equivalent to fifty percent of global GDP.37 According to 

the OECD, 132 of the world’s largest 500 enterprises measured by annual 

revenues were wholly or majority owned by sovereign governments in 2020, 

compared to 34 two decades ago.38 Beyond state ownership in enterprises, some 

SOEs are directly or indirectly influenced by the state through various means, 

including their foreign acquisitions being facilitated by financing below market 

rates provided by the state.39 SOEs have accounted for five to fifteen percent of 

annual cross-border acquisitions since 2008.40  

SOEs are in a unique position to drive economic growth and generate 

significant spillovers to the rest of the economy given their size and financial 

power.41 For example, unlike other types of institutional investors, state-owned 

investors provide long-term and guaranteed quiet capital in case of future 

funding needs, and therefore reduce the uncertainty regarding the firm’s future 

financing ability.42 They also make companies more valuable because they 

reduce firms’ cost of capital as a result of their commanding lower risk 

premiums.43  

However, one of the most acute concerns regarding sovereign investments is 

thatcorporate and investment decisions of sovereign controlled companies may 

be driven by political and strategic objectives rather than commercial and market 

considerations.44 Different from private investors, sovereign investment is not 

necessarily expected to maximize profits and long-term corporate value. Indeed, 

the rationale for continued state ownership would often be that state-owned 

entities are expected to act differently from privately-owned enterprises under 

 

 37 Fiscal Monitor: Policies to Support People During the Covid-19 Pandemic, IMF (Apr. 2020), 

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/FM/Issues/2020/04/06/fiscal-monitor-april-2020. 

 38 OECD, TRANSPARENCY AND DISCLOSURE PRACTICES OF STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES AND THEIR 

OWNERS 8 (2020). 

 39 European Comm’n Staff Working Document, Impact Assessment Accompanying the Proposal for a 

Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Foreign Subsidies Distorting the Internal Market, 

at 13, SWD (2021) 99 final (May 5, 2021).  

 40 U.N. CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT, WORLD INVESTMENT REPORT 2019: SPECIAL 

ECONOMIC ZONES 26–27 (2019).  

 41 State-owned Enterprises: Understanding Their Market Effects and the Need for Competitive Neutrality, 

WORLD BANK, https://thedocs.worldbank.org/en/doc/739371594131714315-

0130022020/original/15444WBSOEWEB.pdf.  

 42 PATRICK BOLTON ET AL., SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUNDS AND LONG-TERM INVESTING 2 (Columbia Univ. 

Press, 2012).  

 43 Nuno Fernandes, The Rising Importance of Sovereign Wealth Funds, 46 HEDGE FUND J. (Apr. 2009), 

https://thehedgefundjournal.com/the-rising-importance-of-sovereign-wealth-funds/. 

 44 Jennifer Lind & Daryl G. Press, Markets or Mercantilism? How China Secures its Energy Supplies, 42 

INT’L SEC. 170, 204 (2018).  
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some circumstances.45 That gives rise to concerns that sovereign investment may 

jeopardize the national security, energy security, economic security, 

technological edge, or other vital interests of a host country.46  

Lastly, the upgrading of investment screening mechanisms in some Western 

countries represents a direct reaction to rising investment from China in strategic 

industries as well as to the transformation of the geopolitical context. China’ 

practice of the unique state capitalism model has generated a heated debate 

regarding the merits of state-led development and the crisis of western liberal 

capitalism.47 For the first time since 1850 the global capitalist system is 

experiencing the rapid rise of a continent-size capitalist power that espouses 

ideas, institutions, interests, and values fundamentally different from those of 

Anglo-American capitalism.48 Therefore, China’s state-led economic model 

itself was identified as a key challenge to the liberal international economic 

order, and in particular, the economic and national security interests of the 

United States.49 The U.S. National Defense Authorization Act for 2019 declared 

that “long-term strategic competition with China is a national security priority 

that must be addressed through a combination of military, political, and 

economic means.”50  

B. A Critique of Weaponized National Security Review: The United States as 

an Example 

1. An Overview of National Security and Foreign Direct Investment in the 

United States 

The oversight of foreign investment in the United States has evolved over 

time, often in response to changing economic and security conditions.51 In the 

early 1970s, increased investment in the United States by the Organization of 

the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), whose member states were flush 
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with oil money, fostered growing concerns about the prospect of petrodollars 

flooding America and acquiring control of key American assets. At the time, 

many feared that, in light of the economically damaging oil embargo launched 

by OPEC in protest of the American support of the Israeli war effort, the spurt 

of investment was motivated by political rather than economic considerations.52 

Therefore, President Ford created the Committee on Foreign Investment 

(CFIUS) in 1975 to serve as a monitor of foreign investment and a coordinator 

of federal policy towards inbound capital flows.53 Because CFIUS was 

established at a time when the United States was actively encouraging inbound 

foreign investment, it was fairly inactive in its infancy. For instance, between 

1975 and 1980, CFIUS met only ten times and seemed unable to decide whether 

it should respond to the political or the economic aspects of foreign direct 

investment in the United States.54 This led to complaints from Congress that 

CFIUS was falling short of its obligations. This tension between CFIUS taking 

a passive, investment-friendly approach to review and Congress advocating a 

more protectionist stance has been a consistent issue at every stage of CFIUS’s 

existence.55 

Throughout the 1980s, there was growing anxiety in the United States 

regarding foreign acquisition of U.S. corporations in sensitive industries by 

Japanese firms, including a bid by computer giant Fujitsu to purchase U.S.-

based computer chipmaker Fairchild Semiconductor.56 Opponents of the 

proposed acquisition argued that it would damage U.S. competitiveness and 

harm national security by giving Japan access to vital U.S. technology and 

making the United States dependent on Japan for semiconductor production.57 

Amid such concerns, Congress strengthened the CFIUS review process by 

passing the Exon-Florio amendment to the Defense Production Act of 1950 in 

1988, which specified the basic review process of foreign investments.58 The 

statute transformed CFIUS into a powerful review body with a broad mandate 

to advise the President on foreign investment transactions and to recommend 

that some transactions be suspended or blocked.59 In 1990, President Bush 

ordered the China National Aero-Technology Import and Export Corporation 
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(CATIC) to divest its acquisition of the American Corporation MAMCO, a 

producer of metal parts for civilian aircraft, because MAMCO was in possession 

of technology that was subject to export controls.60  

Congress amended Exon-Florio and enacted the Byrd Amendment in 1993.61 

The Byrd Amendment imposed a mandatory forty-five-day investigation for 

transactions involving foreign government-controlled firms which “could 

affect” national security.62 The Byrd Amendment later came under scrutiny as a 

result of the DP World transaction.63 Dubai World, a corporation wholly owned 

by the government of Dubai, attempted in 2006 to purchase the Peninsular and 

Oriental Steam Navigation Company, a British firm with operations at six major 

American ports.64 CFIUS declined to conduct a full forty-five-day investigation 

into the acquisition because the deal did not pose a national security threat and 

thus did not meet the second criterion of the Byrd Amendment.65 However, 

Congress vociferously disagreed in light of widespread apprehension regarding 

the Middle East in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001.66  

The CFIUS process was therefore amended again by the Foreign Investment 

and National Security Act of 2007 (FINSA).67 FINSA made a number of major 

changes, including formalizing the CFIUS review system; expanding the legal 

meaning of “national security” to include critical infrastructure; expanding the 

composition of CFIUS membership; mandatory investigation of all foreign 

investment deals in which the foreign investor is owned or controlled by a 

foreign government; increasing the number of factors the President could 

consider in making his determination; and greater Congress oversight of 

CFIUS.68 With the new mandate under FINSA, CFIUS has transformed from a 

relatively obscure executive branch committee to a major overseer of foreign 

entities that seek to acquire American assets.69 Between 1988 and 2005, CFIUS 

conducted twenty-five investigations and saw foreign investors voluntarily 
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shelve their plans thirteen times.70 By comparison, in the seven-year period from 

2008 to 2015 after FINSA was enacted, CFIUS carried out 333 investigations, 

with investors voluntarily withdrawing from 103 transactions.71  

With the meteoric rise of China as an economic and military power, 

lawmakers and security officials have become increasingly concerned about the 

growth of Chinese investments in U.S. companies.72 Of particular concern is the 

vulnerability of U.S. technology. Such concerns were clearly expressed by 

Senator John Cornyn in his testimony before the Senate Committee on Banking, 

Housing, and Urban Affairs in 2018:  

It’s not just that China poses a threat, though, it’s that the kind of threat 
is unlike anything the U.S. has ever before faced – a powerful economy 
with coercive, state-driven industrial policies that distort and 
undermine the free market, married up with an aggressive military 
modernization and the intent to dominate its own region and 
potentially beyond. To close the technology gap with the U.S. and 
leap-frog ahead of us, China uses both legal and illegal means. One of 
these tools is investment, which China has weaponized in order to 
vacuum up U.S. industrial capabilities from American companies that 
focus on dual-use technologies. China seeks to turn our own 
technology and know-how against us in an effort to erase our national 
security advantage.73  

In response, Congress passed FIRRMA in 2018, which was widely 

considered to be the most sweeping overhaul of the CFIUS process in its entire 

history.74 First, FIRRMA allows CFIUS to review a wider range of 

transactions, including any non-passive investment involving critical 

infrastructure, critical technology, and sensitive personal data.75 Second, 

FIRRMA provides for a two-track method for reviewing investment 

transactions, with some transactions requiring a declaration to CFIUS and 

receiving an expedited process, while transactions involving investors from 

countries of special concern would require a written notification of a proposed 
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transaction and would receive greater scrutiny.76 FIRRMA also lengthens the 

review period and gives CFIUS greater leeway to suspend transactions.77 Third, 

because FIRRMA’s reforms substantially increased CFIUS’s workload, CFIUS 

has been provided with additional resources.78 

The current CFIUS review process is comprised of an informal step and three 

formal steps. The informal review, usually undertaken prior to filing a 

transaction with CFIUS, allows individual firms to discuss the transaction with 

the Committee privately. This gives firms the opportunity to correct any glaring 

issues with covered transactions and, if such issues cannot be resolved, the 

opportunity to abandon the deal without incurring negative publicity.79 Three 

formal steps include a Declaration or written notice; a National Security Review; 

and a National Security Investigation.80 Depending on the outcome of the 

reviews, CFIUS may forward a transaction to the President for his 

determination.81 In some cases, FIRRMA increased the allowable time for 

reviews and investigations: (1) thirty days to review a declaration or written 

notification to determine if the transaction involves a foreign person in which a 

foreign government has a substantial financial interest; (2) a forty-five-day 

national security review; and (3) forty-five days for a national security 

investigation, with an option for a fifteen-day extension for “extraordinary 

circumstances,” and a fifteen-day presidential determination.82  

With enhanced screening and more aggressive jurisdiction assertions of 

CIFUS, there has been a marked increase in the scrutiny of transactions 

involving foreign investment in the United States.83 Nevertheless, the data 

shows that most foreign investment filings to CFIUS were approved, and 

decisions to block foreign investments on national security grounds have been 

relatively rare.84 In 2020, 187 written notices of transactions were filed with 

CFIUS. CFIUS conducted a subsequent investigation with respect to eighty-
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eight of those 187 notices.85 Approximately eighty-nine percent of foreign 

investment transactions subject to full U.S. filings were cleared without 

conditions.86 Another 8.55% of transactions received approval after adopting 

mitigation measures to resolve CFIUS’ national security concerns.87 The 

remaining 3.74% of transactions were either abandoned because the parties were 

unable to mitigate CFIUS’s national security concerns (six cases) or formally 

prohibited by the President (one case).88 The small number of cases which failed 

the CFIUS process is a testament to the overall open investment policy of the 

United States.89  

On the other hand, CFIUS has heightened scrutiny over deals involving 

Chinese investors or third-country investors with significant connections to 

China.90 Several high-profile Chinese investments were blocked by CFIUS. In 

several cases, CFIUS has unwound Chinese acquisitions of U.S. businesses 

several years following their completion.91 For example, Ant Financial, a 

Chinese company owned by Alibaba Group Holding, announced that its 

proposed acquisition of MoneyGram, a U.S. financial service company, was 

blocked by CFIUS in 2018. In the following year, CFIUS required gaming 

company Beijing Kunlun Tech Co. Ltd. to divest its 100% ownership of Grindr, 

LLC, a dating app. Following the same trend, CFIUS ordered TikTok’s owner, 

ByteDance Ltd., to divest its ownership of American assets in 2020 because of 

concerns that the app captures a large amount of information from users.92 More 

recently, Chinese private equity firm Wise Road Capital and U.S.-based 

Magnachip Semiconductor Corp. after failing to receive approval from 

CFIUS.93 It is also noted that formal presidential decisions to prohibit proposed 

foreign investments were made in seven cases up to date since the creation of 
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CFIUS, and Chinese investors were directly involved in six of them.94 In fact, 

CFIUS has become so hostile to Chinese investors that most now shy away from 

any investment in the United States that could be perceived as being related to 

national security.95 This has resulted in a notable drop in Chinese investments 

requiring a CFIUS review, from an average of fifty-seven cases per year in the 

2016-18 time period to twenty-eight in 2019 and twenty-two in 2020.96  

2. A Critique of U.S. National Security Review of Foreign Direct 

Investment 

a. The Expansive Concept of National Security 

Whereas the concept of national security was once largely framed in terms 

of warfare, states have increasingly viewed national security in an expansive 

manner. Like other states, one key feature of U.S. national security screening of 

foreign investment is that the very concept of national security itself is left 

undefined.97 It was purposefully left ambiguous, in theory giving regulators 

flexibility to deal with future and as yet unforeseen threats.98 In lieu of defining 

national security, FINASA sets forth a non-exhaustive list of eleven factors that 

CIFUS may consider to determine if a proposed transaction threatens to impair 

U.S. national security, including the potential effects on “critical infrastructure”, 

“critical technologies”, and “the long-term projection of the US requirements for 

sources of energy and other critical resources and materials”.99 The FIRRMA 

further provides a “sense of Congress” concerning six additional factors that 
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CFIUS should consider.100 The listed factors have raised interpretation issues, 

including overly broad and vague elements such as “critical infrastructure” and 

“critical technology”.101 Further, it is not clear how these factors are assessed, 

which factors are more important and why, how to weigh and balance the 

relevant factors, and how to draw a conclusion if different factors point to 

different inferences.102 As a result, CFIUS retains almost unlimited discretion to 

prohibit a proposed investment or requires a foreign investor to undertake 

onerous commitments to alleviate any national security concerns that CFIUS 

might have.103 

The expansive concept of national security is a serious threat to international 

economic governance. If national security is conceptualized as a fusion of 

economic, ideological, and technological supremacy, how can one draw the line 

between the protection of legitimate security concerns and impermissible 

protectionism?104 Without proper oversight, in practice an expansive 

conceptualization of national security can eat the heart out of the old 

international economic world order.105 It may move the norm from economically 

oriented efficiency and interdependence to security-oriented self-reliance and 

self-sufficiency.106  

b. Unpredictable, Discriminatory, and Politicized National Security 

Review 

The decision-making process in the U.S. national security reviews was 

frequently criticized as unpredictable, untransparent, discriminatory, politicized, 

and prone to abuse.107 Firstly, national security reviews may be discriminatory. 

In Ralls Corp. v. CFIUS, a Chinese-owned company Ralls sought to acquire a 

wind-farm project near a U.S. Navy weapons systems training facility in north-

central Oregon.108 CFIUS issued orders mandating interim mitigation measures 
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and President Obama followed up with an executive order formally blocking the 

deal.109 However, the fact that dozens if not hundreds of other foreign-owned 

and foreign-made wind turbines also operated within the vicinity of the U.S. 

Navy installation was conveniently ignored.110 The FIRMMA has further 

legalized the discriminatory practice by allowing CFIUS to discriminate among 

foreign investors in reviewing investment transactions by labeling some 

countries as “a country of special concern” — a country that “has a demonstrated 

or declared strategic goal of acquiring a type of critical technology or critical 

infrastructure that would affect United States leadership in areas related to 

national security”.111 Given that the FIRRMA’s unique momentum stemmed 

from concerns about increasing Chinese investment in American businesses, 

Chinese investors are most likely targets of the discriminatory treatment. In fact, 

the FIRRMA requires the Secretary of Commerce to submit to Congress and 

CFIUS a detailed report on foreign direct investment transactions made by 

Chinese investors in the United States every two years after the enactment of the 

FIRRMA until 2026.112 

Secondly, secrecy marks a key feature of CFIUS. The CFIUS process shields 

the inner workings of its members from public knowledge and even from the 

foreign investors affected by the review.113 Information submitted to CFIUS is 

confidential and with limited exceptions, not subject to information disclosure 

requirements.114 The lack of transparency creates hidden barriers for foreign 

investors in practice.115 Combined with CFIUS’s broad power, the national 

security review process has become so unpredictable that some commentators 

called it a “lottery” for foreign investors.116  

Thirdly, the CFIUS process is vulnerable to politicization.117 As a profoundly 

contested political issue, national security review of high-profile M&A 

transactions can easily fall prey to congressional outcry, media sensationalism, 
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and public hysteria.118 The evidence shows that almost all major deals involving 

Chinese acquirers are subject to politicization by the media, members of 

Congress, the security community, domestic industry incumbents, and groups 

generally critical of China.119 Consequently, rather than addressing real national 

security concerns, political interference based on political gamesmanship, 

emotion, and even xenophobia create huge uncertainties for Chinese 

investors.120  

The botched attempt by China’s fourth-largest steelmaker and state-owned 

Anshan Iron & Steel Group to acquire a minority stake in the U.S.-based Steel 

Development Co. in July 2010 was a typical example.121 Fifty members of the 

U.S. Congress representing the Congressional Steel Caucus urged CFIUS to 

scrutinize the proposed investment.122 In its letter to Secretary Timothy 

Geithner, the Congressional Steel Caucus stated that the investment could give 

the Chinese “access to new steel production techniques and information 

regarding American national security infrastructure project”.123 Anshan 

announced that it had decided, given the opposition from members of Congress, 

to put its investment on hold, notwithstanding the absence of any decision by 

CFIUS.124 However, it is impossible to see how Anshan’s investment would 

create any national security concerns. To begin with, the “new steel production 

technologies” referred to in the letter were developed in Italy.125 It is not 

proprietary to the United States and can be bought on the open market. 126 

Moreover, Anshan would only take a fourteen percent minority equity in the 

joint venture.127 Finally, the joint venture was expected to generate less than 

three tenths of one percent of total U.S. rebar production. A Forbes reporter 
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called the national security concerns about Anshan’s investment “idiocy” and 

“utter nonsense”.128  

Likewise, many observers were surprised by the CFIUS decision to block 

Ant Financial’s proposed acquisition of MoneyGram.129 Ant Financial had 

received CFIUS clearance in previous transactions and MoneyGram arguably 

did not deal with particularly sensitive information from a national security 

perspective.130 Nor does MoneyGram operate in the defense sector or deal with 

critical infrastructure such as semiconductors.131 Additionally, both 

MoneyGram and Ant Financial offered several amended proposals to help 

mitigate the concerns of CFIUS.132 Ultimately, the proposed transaction was 

denied because of the close ties between Ant Financial and the Chinese 

government, and it was feared that the financial data held by MoneyGram could 

be used by the Government of China.133 

Finally, to challenge a national security decision in the U.S. domestic courts 

is usually fruitless because judicial review on such decisions is limited.134 In 

particular, a presidential decision to suspend or prohibit deals is not subject to 

judicial review.135 In Ralls Corp. v. CFIUS, Ralls sued both the CFIUS order 

and the presidential veto.136 The Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit confirmed 

that Ralls could not challenge the merits of the President’s decision.137 However, 

the Court held that the presidential veto deprived Ralls of constitutionally 

protected property interests without procedural due process because the 

government did not provide Ralls with advance notice, access to the unclassified 

evidence supporting the decision, and an opportunity to rebut that evidence.138 

The D.C. Circuit’s decision represents a major change because before Ralls 
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Corp., the law provided no remedy whatsoever to investors injured by CFIUS 

or the President.139 

Nevertheless, the thrust of the Ralls Corp. ruling proves to be of little use to 

prospective investors.140 If anything, Ralls Corp. confirms that foreign investors 

face severe hurdles in challenging a CFIUS decision, much less a presidential 

blocking order.141 To start with, as CFIUS screens foreign investment, it works 

with classified or privileged information.142 It is not possible for CFIUS to share 

sensitive information with foreign entities that could pose a national security 

risk.143 Furthermore, although foreign investors may challenge procedures of a 

CFIUS review, i.e., whether investors were afforded procedural due process, 

courts will not question the outcome of a CFIUS review.144 Lastly, even if in the 

highly unlikely scenario that a court rules that CFIUS exceeded its authority in 

recommending the transaction be prohibited, once CFIUS refers the matter to 

the President, the presidential order blocking the deal is non-appealable.145 In 

fact, Ralls Corp. remains the only foreign investor who has ever gone to court 

to challenge a CFIUS review.146 

II. CHALLENGING NATIONAL SECURITY DECISIONS BEFORE INTERNATIONAL 

INVESTMENT TRIBUNALS 

To respond to the allegedly unfair and arbitrary national security reviews, 

Chinese investors have resorted to a range of formal and informal mitigating and 

remedial measures.147 Importantly, host states do not regulate foreign investment 

in a legal void. Chinese investors may contest national security decisions both 

in domestic courts of host countries as well as before international investment 

tribunals. To what extent national security decisions are subject to administrative 

or judicial review differs across countries, as does the extent of possible 

remedies.  
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Although many argue that national security decisions should be 

nonjusticiable,148 most countries allow foreign investors to contest security-

related decisions through either judicial appeal or administrative 

reconsideration, or both.149 In practice, national security concerns are primarily 

relevant in connection with the establishment of new investments.150 However, 

prospective foreign investors rarely use domestic judicial processes to challenge 

national security decisions made at the pre-establishment stage.151 This is 

because disagreements between the authorities and prospective foreign investors 

are mostly settled in the course of the national security review process itself.152 

“Insofar as authorities signal to investors that their investment is unlikely to meet 

with approval, investors face strong incentives to either submit a revised 

proposal aimed at accommodating the regulatory concerns or withdraw from the 

process.”153  

Nevertheless, national security review may also affect established 

investments. Compared to prospective investors, established investors are more 

likely to seek judicial remedy in domestic courts.154 For example, Chinese 

investors TikTok and WeChat filed lawsuits challenging the legality of President 

Trump’s executive order banning their use in the U.S. market.155 Similarly, 

Huawei filed lawsuits challenging the ban on their products in the U.S. and 

Swedish courts.156 Even if domestic courts have jurisdiction to review national 

security decisions, they frequently show considerable deference to the decisions 

of the relevant government agencies.157 In particular, domestic courts normally 
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do not determine the case upon its merits. Rather, courts may only review the 

procedural grounds leading to the national security decision and a victory for the 

plaintiff foreign investor will lead to a renewed review rather than a reversal of 

the previous decision.158 Ralls Corp. discussed above was a typical example.  

That said, domestic courts are still available to serve as a powerful check 

against executive actions. This is particularly the case outside the CFIUS 

context. TikTok’s successful challenge of the national security decision in U.S. 

courts is telling.159 In August of 2020, President Trump issued Executive Order 

13942, which relies on the International Emergency Economic Powers Act 

(IEEPA) and the National Emergencies Act, alleges that TikTok, the video-

sharing app owned by the Chinese company ByteDance Ltd. (ByteDance), 

threatens to “allow the Chinese Communist Party access to Americans’ personal 

and proprietary information–potentially allowing China to track the locations of 

Federal employees and contractors, build dossiers of personal information for 

blackmail, and conduct corporate espionage.”160 To mitigate these risks, the 

President directed the Secretary of Commerce to identify and list prohibited 

transactions with ByteDance and its subsidiary TikTok, and ordered ByteDance 

to divest itself of TikTok’s U.S. operations.161 In response, TikTok filed a 

lawsuit alleging that the government’s prohibitions violate the Administrative 

Procedure Act (APA), exceeded the President’s and Commerce Secretary’s 

authority under IEEPA, and were unconstitutional under the First and Fifth 

Amendments and the Takings Clause.162 Siding with TikTok, Judge Nichols 

found the government’s actions likely exceeded the scope of authority granted 

by IEEPA, and Commerce’s failure to consider viable alternative mitigations 

likely violated the requirements of the APA. Accordingly, Judge Nichols issued 

a preliminary injunction barring the federal government from enforcing a ban. 

163  

Where domestic remedies prove to be inadequate, foreign investors may also 

seek remedies through ISDS mechanisms embodied in IIAs, which may impose 

obligations on host states for the establishment, protection, promotion, and 
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regulation of foreign investment.164 Depending on the circumstances of each 

case, national security decisions may lead to a breach of the obligations of host 

states under BITs to accord foreign investors national treatment, most-favored-

nation treatment (MFN), and fair and equitable treatment (FET) at the pre-

establishment phase.165 Moreover, if national security measures are taken at the 

post-establishment stage, they may contravene provisions in IIAs on 

expropriation, non-discrimination, FET, full protection and security, the 

freedom of capital transfers, and the umbrella clause.166 For instance, in Global 

Telecom Holding S.A.E. v. Canada, the claimant alleged that Canada had 

breached the FET obligation in the Canada-Egypt BIT by subjecting it to an 

arbitrary, unreasonable, baseless, and nontransparent national security review.167  

However, IIAs normally allow host states to adopt measures for the 

protection of certain public policy concerns, including “essential security 

interests.”168 The national security defense may either be listed as one of the 

nonconforming measures that a contracting party wishes to main or prescribed 

as an independent exception clause in IIAs. For example, Article 10.15 of the 

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (RCEP), to which 

China is a signatory, provides:  

Nothing in the [investment] Chapter shall be construed to: … (b) 
preclude a Party from applying measures that it considers necessary 
for: (i) the fulfilment of its obligations with respect to the maintenance 
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or restoration of international peace or security; or (ii) the protection 
of its own essential security interests.169  

Unless otherwise prescribed in the relevant IIA, a successful invocation of 

the national security exception clause would exempt a host state from liability 

for compensation.170 In this section, I will first provide an overview of how 

national security clauses were interpreted by investment arbitral tribunals. Then 

I will inquire why, despite the fact that Chinese investors have complained about 

national security reviews, they have rarely challenged national security 

decisions through ISDS mechanisms provided in IIAs. 

A. The National Security Exception before Investment Tribunals 

International arbitral tribunals have dealt with complaints against national 

security decisions in a number of investment disputes.171 There are several key 

trends in arbitral awards that can be identified in relation to national security 

clauses in IIAs.172 First, the scope of “essential security interests” is flexible but 

not unlimited. In several ISDS cases brought against Government of Argentina 

by foreign investors concerning measures undertaken during the financial crisis 

in the 2000s, all arbitral tribunals concurred that a severe economic crisis could 

constitute an “essential security interest”. However, tribunals disagreed on 

whether Argentina’s economic crisis was severe enough to qualify as a national 

security issue. For the tribunals in the CMS, Enron, and Sempra cases, only an 

economic crisis imperiling a state’s very existence and independence, such as a 

total economic and social collapse, would be of a sufficient scale to fulfil the 

requirement. They denied that such a dire situation existed in Argentina.173 By 

contrast, the LG&E and the Continental Casualty tribunals agreed that the 
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devastating economic, political, and social conditions in Argentina triggered the 

protections afforded under the national security exception clause.174  

More recently, in Devas v. India and Deutsche Telekom v. India, a pair of 

investors claimed that India’s annulment of a contract for a satellite 

telecommunications spectrum on national security grounds violated their treaty 

rights. The Indian government stated that the spectrum was reacquired for 

national needs, including the needs of defense, para-military forces, and other 

public utility services as well as for societal needs. Although the genuineness of 

India’s national security claim was questioned,175 both tribunals stated that they 

should grant a wide margin of deference to India in the determination of essential 

security interests.176 As the tribunal in Devas v. India stated:  

An arbitral tribunal may not sit in judgment on national security 
matters as on any other factual dispute arising between an investor and 
a State. National security issues relate to the existential core of a State. 
An investor who wishes to challenge a State decision in that respect 
faces a heavy burden of proof, such as bad faith, absence of authority 
or application to measures that do not relate to essential security 
interests.177  

Consequently, even if there was no imminent military or security threat, the 

Government of India’s declaration that the satellite spectrum was reacquired for 

military or paramilitary use was sufficient for the tribunals to hold that the 

measure was directed at the protection of India’s essential security interests.178 

On the other hand, the scope of essential security interests is not unlimited. 

The tribunal in Deutsche Telekom v. India stressed that the term “essential 

security interests” cannot be “stretched beyond [its] natural meaning.”179 In both 

Devas v. India and Deutsche Telekom v. India, the tribunals made a clear 
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differentiation between military needs and public or societal interests.180 

Although they showed significant deference to India’s asserted military needs, 

both tribunals held that public utilities services and social needs for which the 

satellite spectrum was to be used—such as train tracking, emergency 

communication and disaster warnings, crop forecasting, rural communications, 

telemedicine, tele-education, did not constitute “essential security interests.”181 

The effort to put some control on the nebulous concept of national security was 

also apparent in other international fora. For example, an ECHR decision refused 

to accept the contention that drug trafficking was a matter of national security.182 

More recently, Russia and India blocked a U.N. Security Council draft resolution 

that for the first time would have defined climate change as a security threat to 

world peace.183  

Article XXI Security Exceptions of GATT 1994 has been incorporated into 

many IIAs.184 In Russia – Traffic in Transit, a World Trade Organization (WTO) 

Panel ruled that it is generally left to every WTO Member to define what it 

considers to be its essential security interests because such a determination will 

depend on the particular situation and perceptions of the state in question, and 

can be expected to vary with changing circumstances.185 However, the discretion 

of a WTO Member is limited by its obligation to interpret and apply the essential 

security interests exception in good faith.186 For the Panel, the obligation of good 

faith requires that Members not use the security exception as a means to 

circumvent their WTO obligations.187 The Panel concluded that the invoking 

Member should articulate the essential security interests it seeks to protect.188 

This obligation, for the panel, is “crystallized in demanding that the measures at 

issue meet a minimum requirement of plausibility in relation to the proffered 

essential security interests, i.e., that they are not implausible as measures 
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protective of these interests.”189 On the surface, the investment tribunals’ 

approach to interpret “essential security interests” is less deferential compared 

with that of the WTO panels. For instance, the tribunals in Devas v. India and 

Deutsche Telekom v. India seem to suggest that the line between security 

interests and public or societal interests can be clearly drawn. But it is at least 

disputable why some public or social needs, such as disaster response, cannot be 

considered as national security interests.190  

To conclude, national security is not static but an evolving concept that may 

encompass not just military threats but also political and economic dimensions. 

Investment arbitral tribunals have jurisdiction to review host states’ invocation 

of national security exception and they grant a wide margin of deference to host 

states with regard to the existence of an essential security interest. Nevertheless, 

such deference cannot be unlimited. The legitimacy of essential security 

interests claimed by host states should be determined case-by-case in each 

dispute.  

Second, national security exception clauses in IIAs normally contain a nexus 

requirement such as “necessary” or “directed to.”191 The significance of the 

nexus requirement is in establishing the degree of connection between the 

adopted measure and the security objective that the measure seeks to achieve. A 

nexus requirement of “necessary” to protect security interest is stricter compared 

with “directed to.”192 Earlier investment arbitral tribunals conflated the 

“necessary” requirement in the security exception clause with the customary 

international law defense of necessity provided in Article 25 of the International 

Law Commission’s Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally 

Wrongful Acts (ILC Articles), which requires that, for a measure to be 

“necessary,” it must be the “only way” for the state to safeguard an essential 

interest against a grave and imminent peril.193 More recently, however, arbitral 

tribunals clarified that the treaty defense of necessity is different from the 

customary international law defense of necessity.194 To assess the necessity of 

the measures to protect a state’s essential security interests, the tribunal in 
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Deutsche Telekom v India laid down a two-prong test.195 First, whether the 

measure was “principally targeted” to protect the essential security interests at 

stake.196 Second, whether the measure was objectively required in order to 

achieve that protection, taking into account whether the state had reasonable 

alternatives that are less in conflict or more compliant with its international 

obligations.197 The tribunal found that the Government of India’s annulment of 

contract was not “necessary” because the two conditions were not met.198  

Third, all investment arbitral tribunals held that, absent specific wording in 

the applicable BITs that grants complete discretion to a host state to decide how 

to protect its security interests, national security exception clauses are not self-

judging.199 The typical formulation of a self-judging security exception clause 

allows a host state to adopt such measures “which it considers” necessary for 

protecting essential security interests.200 Under a self-judging clause, once it has 

been determined that the threat in question falls under the security exception as 

such, it is the exclusive prerogative of host country authorities to determine how 

to react to this threat.201 However, a self-judging national security exception in 

IIAs does not provide a complete shield from judicial scrutiny as States remain 

subject to the general obligation to carry out their treaty commitments in good 

faith, as required by Article 26 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties.202 This view is nevertheless contested as critics argued that there is no 

explicit textual warrant for a good faith view of security measures; that the good 

faith test in international law is ambiguous; and that investment tribunals may 

impose significant constraints on sovereign states to take security measures.203  
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Until now there has not been a specific case dealing with self-judging 

national security clauses in IIAs. Nevertheless, the WTO panel in Russia-Transit 

Measures held that the obligation of good faith applies not only to the 

respondent’s articulation of its essential security interests, but also to the nexus 

requirement.204 As discussed above, this is an a highly deferential standard of 

review as it only requires a minimum requirement of plausibility in relation to 

the proffered essential security interests.205 Specifically, a panel must determine 

“whether the measures are so remote from, or unrelated to, the … emergency 

that it is implausible that [the respondent state] implemented the measures for 

the protection of its essential security interests”.206 Following this legal standard, 

the Panel concluded in Saudi Arabia–IPRs that the non-application of criminal 

procedures and penalties to an intellectual property pirate company did not have 

any plausible relationship to Saudi Arabia’s protection of its essential security 

interests.207 

For non-self-judging national security exception clauses, arbitral tribunals 

are entitled to make their own assessment as to whether such a measure can be 

justified on national security grounds.208 This includes an evaluation of whether 

there is a threat to national security, and whether the host state’s measures are a 

necessary response to the threat.209 Still, a non-self-judging security provision 

does not give arbitration tribunals the authority to completely ignore the 

assessment of the host state invoking the exception, nor to dictate which 

measures a host state should take.210 As the tribunal in Deutsche Telekom v India 

explains:  

Whether a measure is ‘necessary’ … is subject to review by the 
Tribunal, as the clause is not self-judging. In that review, the Tribunal 
will undoubtedly recognize a margin of deference to the host state’s 
determination of necessity, given the state’s proximity to the situation, 
expertise and competence. Thus, the Tribunal would not review de 
novo the state’s determination… On the other hand, the deference 
owed to the state cannot be unlimited, as otherwise unreasonable 
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invocations of [the exception clause] would render the substantive 
protections contained in the treaty wholly nugatory.211 

B. Why didn’t Chinese Investors Challenge National Security Decisions 

before Arbitral Tribunals? 

Since its first BIT with Sweden in 1982, China has signed 145 BITs (107 in 

force) and twenty-four treaties with investment provisions (nineteen in force) by 

June 2022.212 The new generation Chinese BITs include most of the standard 

investment protections, along with full advance consent to ISDS.213 However, 

Huawei is the only Chinese investor to file an investment treaty claim against 

the national security decision of a host state up to date. A number of reasons may 

explain why few Chinese investors chose to challenge national security reviews 

before investment arbitral tribunals.  

To begin with, empirical evidence shows that a large percentage of Chinese 

investors and their legal advisors know very little of how to protect their rights 

through ISDS.214 Lack of knowledge begets skepticism about the efficacy of the 

institution,215 which was only made worse by the legitimacy crisis of the ISDS 

system in recent years.216 The deficiencies of the current  ISDS system , such as 

lack of stability and predictability in arbitral awards, complex, slow and costly 

arbitral proceedings, no opportunity for appeal, and tribunals constituted mainly 

of lawyers who are not industry experts, are not helpful in boosting Chinese 

investors’ confidence in investment arbitration as an effective remedy.217 

Second, early Chinese BITs are limited in the scope of protection provided 

to foreign investors. For instance, they apply only to the period after an 

investment was made and they do not address the pre-establishment period of 

investment.218 Therefore, a host State may engage in screening of proposed 
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foreign investment without much concern about its treaty obligations. In 

addition, due to skepticism of international dispute resolution as only serving the 

interests of Western countries and being a capital-importing country with scarce 

overseas foreign investment at the time, China took a conservative attitude 

towards ISDS until the late 1990s.219 Early Chinese IIAs provide either no ISDS 

provisions at all or a narrowly constructed ISDS clause that only admits disputes 

“involving the amount of compensation resulting from expropriation” to 

arbitration.220 Some tribunals, such as the tribunal in China Heilongjiang 

International Economic & Technical Cooperative Corp. v. Mongolia, adopted 

an extremely narrow construction of the ISDS provision that the only arbitrable 

matter was the amount of compensation for an expropriation. The tribunal 

therefore lacked jurisdiction with regard to whether an expropriation had 

actually occurred.221 Even if a liberal interpretation is adopted, the scope of the 

ISDS clause remains narrow as the only arbitrable matter under the BIT would 

be expropriation and compensation.222  

Third, national security decisions are often carved out as non-conforming 

measures, sheltered by self-judging national security exception clauses, or 

simply prescribed as non-justiciable in some Chinese BITs. For example, 

national security decisions taken under the auspices of the Investment Canada 

Act (ICA) are not subject to any dispute settlement provisions in the Canada-

China BIT.223 On August 9, 2021, the Canadian government ordered the telecom 

company China Mobile International (CMI), a wholly owned subsidiary of the 

central Chinese SOE China Mobile, to either divest itself entirely of or wind up 
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the Canadian business based on a national security review in pursuance of the 

ICA.224 The national security concern of the CMI was stated as follows:  

As the Investor is a state-owned enterprise ultimately controlled by the 
Chinese state, this investment could result in the Canadian business 
being leveraged by the Investor’s ultimate controller for non-
commercial purposes, such as the compromise of critical infrastructure 
and foreign interference, to the detriment of Canada’s national 
security.225 

The CMI filed a legal challenge to the order before the federal court but lost 

the battle.226 The CMI Canada thereafter ceased operations on January 5, 

2022.227 Because the decision was made under the ICA, it is not possible for the 

CMI to invoke the ISDS clause in the Canada-China BIT.  

Likewise, in the China-Australia free trade agreement (ChAFTA), Australia 

reserves the right to adopt or maintain any measure when it considers necessary 

for the protection of essential security interests with respect to proposals by 

foreign persons and foreign government investors to invest in Australia.228 

Australia’s treaty obligations with respect to market access, national treatment 

and MFN treatment do not apply to such decisions.229 Moreover, the ChAFTA 

incorporates WTO Article XXI’s national security exception.230 The same is true 

with the new mega-regional free trade agreements that China has recently 

concluded, such as the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

Agreement (RCEP), or aspires to join, such as the Comprehensive and 

Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership.231 China signing up for the restrictive, 
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self-judging national security exception clause is also a reflection of China’s 

own approach to national security review of inbound foreign investment.232  

Finally, the Chinese culture also plays an important role in shaping Chinese 

investors’ ambivalence about ISDS.233 China’s deeply rooted Confucian 

philosophy emphasizes harmony and conflict avoidance and sees that the 

optimal resolution of disputes should be achieved, not by the exercise of legal 

power, but by moral persuasion.234 As a cultural predisposition, Chinese 

investors usually prefer informal and non-adversarial methods to resolve their 

disputes with host states.235  

III. A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. V. KINGDOM 

OF SWEDEN 

A. Huawei and National Security Concerns 

Founded in 1987 by a former military engineer Ren Zhengfei, Huawei has 

transformed from a small trader selling phone switches in Shenzhen to the 

world’s largest seller of smartphones and telecommunications equipment and a 

leader in 5G network infrastructure within a span of three decades.236 With 

almost 200,000 employees and operations in more than 170 countries, Huawei 

boasts twenty-eight percent of the global market for telecom equipment.237 In 

2021, Huawei reported $99.9 billion in revenue, more than half of which were 

from its international market sales.238 As the crown jewel of China’s booming 

technology industry, Huawei is the national symbol of China’s technological 

innovation and embodiment of China’s dream of becoming a global technology 
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leader.239 Concomitant of its impressive success, Huawei is also the focus of 

scrutiny by Western governments which see its global expansion as a security 

threat.240 In 2012, a report released by the House Permanent Select Committee 

on Intelligence concluded that using equipment made by Huawei and ZTE, 

another Chinese telecommunications company, could “undermine core U.S. 

national security interests.”241 In 2018, six U.S. intelligence chiefs, 

including the directors of the CIA and FBI, advised Americans not to use 

products or services from Huawei, warning that the company could 

maliciously modify or steal information and conduct undetected 

espionage.242  

But precisely how does Huawei present national security concerns to the 

United States? Allegations were made about Huawei’s cyber espionage, 

intellectual property theft, violations of international sanctions, complicated 

ownership structure, and the influence the Chinese Communist Party had over 

Huawei.243 The main concern was that Huawei may be used by the Chinese 

Communist Party as an instrument for spying purposes.244 All firms in China, 

“irrespective of their ostensibly private, commercial status, are subject to a deep and 

pervasive system of Party control.”245 It is impossible for a business enterprise to 

resist State- and Party-manipulable pressures and incentives in China. 246 Article 7 

of China’s National Intelligence Law further stipulates that “All organizations 

and citizens shall, in accordance with the law, support, cooperate with, and 

collaborate in state intelligence work, and guard the secrecy of state intelligence 

work they are aware of.”247 Therefore, it is alleged that Huawei may be legally 
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compelled to install “backdoors” or other vulnerabilities in the equipment it 

manufactures and supplies, which can be used for intelligence and data 

gathering, potentially giving Beijing the capability to shut down key digital 

networks in the event of war.248 Other circumstantial evidence frequently 

advanced include Huawei has a close link with the Chinese military and China’s 

state security apparatus. The linkage is often traced back to Zhengfei, who 

worked as a soldier and then an officer in the People’s Liberation Army 

Engineering Corps between 1974 and 1983, as well as Huawei’s involvement in 

defense-related research and development.249 Huawei’s murky ownership 

structure, easy access to financing, and high levels of government subsidies are 

not helpful in assuaging the concerns either.250  

At the heart of national security concerns is 5G, the next generation of 

cellular networks, which will provide faster download speeds for 

smartphones, connect devices in smart cities, and support autonomous 

vehicles and robots.251 As 5G networks will be the most critical 

infrastructure in societies that we have ever seen, the consequences of 

potential sabotage and espionage also increase significantly.252 To 

complicate matters, certain technical aspects in 5G technology make it more 

vulnerable to be misused for espionage and sabotage than previous generations 

of mobile telecoms networks.253 For example, the complex technical nature of 

the 5G systems makes investigating of electronic equipment at the time of 

purchase futile.254 Stopping malicious functionality from entering through 

software updates appears to be impossible, and one should be careful not to 
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assume that exploitation of undesired functionality in the 5G equipment will 

always be detected.255  

Given the alleged national security threat, U.S. Congress and the executive 

branch have initiated a swift and brutal strike to limit Huawei’s access to 

international supply chains, telecommunications systems, and markets.256 In 

May 2019, the U.S. Department of Commerce placed Huawei and 68 of its 

affiliates to the Entity List, to which U.S. companies may not sell components 

without government approval. On the same day, President Trump issued an 

executive order declaring a national emergency due to the threat of foreign 

adversaries exploiting vulnerabilities in U.S. information and communications 

technology and services, clearly aimed at China and Huawei. Subsequently, 

major U.S. technology companies, such as Google, Broadcom, Intel, Qualcomm 

and Xilinx, announced that they would no longer supply equipment or services 

to Huawei.257 In August 2020, the Department of Commerce expanded its 

restrictions to limit Huawei’s use of chips made using American software and 

equipment, and also added thirty-eight Huawei affiliates to its Entity List.258 In 

December 2020, the Federal Communications Commission upheld the order 

designating Huawei as posing a national security threat to the safety of 

communications networks and banned the use of support from the 

Commission’s Universal Service Fund—$8.3 billion a year—to purchase 

equipment or services from Huawei.259 In other legal actions, the U.S. has 

pursued criminal charges against Huawei and its Chief Financial Officer for 

stealing U.S. technology, conspiracy, wire fraud, bank fraud, racketeering, and 

helping Iran to evade sanctions, amongst other charges.260  

Moreover, the U.S. has been pressuring its allies to follow suit, even 

threatening to stop sharing intelligence with them if Huawei equipment is 

used in their telecommunication system, as part of a larger crackdown on 
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Huawei.261 Bowing to U.S. pressure, the United Kingdom announced that it 

would ban Huawei equipment from the UK’s 5G telecoms infrastructure 

beginning in 2021, reversing its previous stance only six months earlier that 

Huawei would be banned from the core of its telecoms network, although 

its hardware would be allowed in up to thirty five percent of peripheral 

parts of the network.262 Other countries such as Australia, Japan, Romania, 

and Canada followed.263 More countries, including India, Germany, the 

Netherlands, and New Zealand, are considering bans of Huawei 

equipment.264 Experts warned that tensions between the United States and 

China over technology could lead to a “digital iron curtain”, which would 

compel foreign governments to decide between doing business with the U.S. 

or China.265  

As a technical matter, there is no public evidence that Huawei equipment 

presents a national security threat.266 Nor is there evidence to indicate that 

Huawei is in any way under the orders of the Chinese government, or that 

Beijing has any plans to dictate business plans and strategy at Huawei—

particularly when it comes to spying.267 There are doubts that Washington has 

shared much evidence in private with its allies. According to the media reports, 

a “dossier” on Huawei presented by a delegation of senior U.S. officials to their 

counterparts in the United Kingdom in January 2020 contained “no smoking 

gun” incriminating Huawei.268 Huawei has long protested that actions by 

western governments against it are hiding the desire to address the competitive 
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disadvantages of its western competitors. As the most audited and inspected 

company in the tech industry, Huawei contends that it has never had a major 

cyber security incident, nor has anyone ever produced evidence of any security 

problems with Huawei equipment.269  

B. Why did Huawei Bring ISDS Proceedings against Sweden? 

On April 17, 2020, the Swedish Post and Telecom Agency (PTS) invited all 

major Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) on the Swedish market to an auction 

in the Swedish 5G network. In the press release PTS issued for the bidding 

invitation, it highlighted that, since the 5G development is an important part of 

Sweden’s digitalization, great focus will be put on ensuring that the use of 5G 

network does not cause harm to Swedish national security. On October 20, 2020, 

PTS issued a decision authorizing four MNOs to participate in the auction with 

the mandatory requirement that all future licensees awarded through the auction 

are prohibited from using any equipment or services from Huawei for new 

installation and implementation of central functions of 5G networks. In addition, 

where existing infrastructure for central functions will be used for the provision 

of 5G services, Huawei equipment and services are to be phased out by no later 

than January 1, 2025.270 Huawei had attempted to challenge the PTS Decision 

before the Administrative Court of Stockholm but ultimately failed in June 2021. 

Huawei is currently appealing the Swedish court decision to uphold a ban on its 

5G equipment before the European Court of Justice.271  

As explained above, Chinese investors are generally reluctant to challenge 

national security decisions of host states. However, several unique features of 

Huawei’s investment in Sweden may explain why Huawei has chosen to 

formally challenge the Government of Sweden’s national security decision 

before the ICSID. First, the China-Sweden BIT, originally signed in 1982 and 

then amended in 2004, does not contain a national security exception clause.272 

Back in 2019, Huawei warned the Czech Republic of potential international 

arbitration in relation to assertions by the Czech cybersecurity agency that 
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Huawei’s technologies and equipment pose a national security threat.273 Similar 

to the China-Sweden BIT, there is no national security exception clause in the 

China-Czech BIT.274 Some argued that the absence of a national security 

exception clause would give an arbitral tribunal much more leeway to assess the 

genuineness and necessity of Sweden’s national security claim.275 However, the 

absence of an explicit national security exception clause does not necessarily 

mean that a host state is precluded from invoking it as a defense for national 

security review, a point which will be discussed in detail in part IV.C below.  

Second, Huawei would suffer heavy financial loss and other adverse effects 

due to the national security decision of the Swedish government. Huawei is an 

established investor with significant investments in Sweden, employing more 

than 600 people and Huawei Sweden generated revenues of approximately SEK 

5 billion (about $530 million USD) in 2019. Because of the national security 

decision, Huawei claims that its immediate revenue loss is estimated at SEK 5.2 

billion for the 2021 to 2025 period alone. As the national security decision refers 

to a period of twenty-five years, the total estimated revenue losses would be 

substantially larger. 276 Clearly, sunk costs and lost prospective profits would be 

high if Huawei were banned from lucrative 5G business or even forced to divest. 

The potential for substantial financial remedy through ISDS would make 

Huawei’s legal challenge appealing. 

Finally, since formal domestic litigation and administrative appeals have 

proven to be a dead end, to challenge the Swedish ban before an international 

investment arbitral tribunal is the last resort for Huawei. Considering that more 

countries are currently weighing the option of excluding Huawei equipment 

from their 5G network, Huawei’s resort to ISDS may also have a deterrent effect 

because the move will force host countries to evaluate potentially draconic legal 

liability arising from the breach of IIAs.  

If this analytical approach is correct, it is highly likely that Huawei may 

consider initiating an ISDS against Canada as well for its decision to ban Huawei 
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from supplying technology and equipment to build Canada’s 5G wireless 

networks, depending on the outcome of Huawei v. Sweden.277 First, Huawei 

appears to have significant investments in Canada. It ranked 18th among 

Canada’s Top one hundred corporate research and development spenders in 

2020, reaching $261.6 million in Fiscal 2019.278 The ban will have a hugely 

negative impact on Huawei’s investment in Canada.279 Second, different from 

the CMI order discussed earlier, any ban on the use of Huawei equipment in 5G 

networks will not be made under the ICA since Huawei first came to Canada 

more than a decade ago and its investment was approved under the ICA. 

Consequently, if Huawei chose to challenge the ban, the dispute would not be 

excluded from the ISDS clause in the Canada-China BIT.280 Lastly, the Canada-

China BIT does not contain a broad national security exception. Article 33(5) 

allows a contracting party to take any actions that it considers necessary for the 

protection of its essential security interests but goes on to define those interests 

narrowly in military terms, citing traffic in arms, nuclear weapons, and war or 

other emergency in international relations.281 It is unlikely that banning Huawei 

equipment from the 5G networks is designed to address an “emergency in 

international relations”. Thus, Canada does not seem to have an explicit foothold 

for mounting a broad essential security interest defense.  

C. The Prospect of Huawei v. Sweden 

Huawei argued that Sweden’s measures leading to and including the PTS 

decision, which were adopted without any transparency and have unlawfully 

targeted and discriminated Huawei, directly violate Sweden’s international 

obligations under the China-Sweden BIT, in particular the FET (Article 2(1)); 

MFN treatment (Article 2(2)); and not to expropriate, nationalize or take any 

other measure having a similar effect with respect to an investment made by 

Chinese investors (Article 3).282 As mentioned above, the China-Sweden BIT 

does not contain a national security exception clause. Therefore, it is not possible 

for Sweden to rely on national security exception clause and the arbitral tribunal 
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will have full power to assess the legality of Sweden’s national security claim 

under the China-Sweden BIT.  

As a legal strategy, Sweden is likely to put on two defenses.  First, Sweden 

will argue that its decision to ban Huawei equipment from 5G network does not 

violate FET, MFN or otherwise constitutes an expropriation. In other words, 

Sweden could seek to avoid responsibility through arguments related to 

interpretation and application of investment protection obligations themselves. 

Second, it is also possible for Sweden to argue that any wrongfulness of the 

decision could be precluded because it is the only way for Sweden to safeguard 

an essential interest against a grave and imminent peril. This necessity defense 

is permitted in customary international law embodied in Article 25 of the ILC 

Articles, even if the China-Sweden BIT does not contain a national security 

exception clause.283 It will be to the great advantage of Sweden if it could 

persuade the arbitral tribunal that the exclusion of Huawei equipment from its 

5G network did not violate any substantive treaty obligations because it is widely 

acknowledged that the elements of the necessity defense in Article 25 of the ILC 

Articles are extraordinarily difficult to satisfy in the realm of foreign investment 

law.284  

Granted, there is only limited public information about security risks of 

Huawei equipment and much of this information is not verified. This is of course 

unsurprising because it is standard practice to keep information relating to 

national security confidential. Moreover, it would be cautious to take the media 

comments with a pinch of salt. For example, it has been said that there was “no 

smoking gun” in the dossier on Huawei prepared by the U.S. government to 

share with its allies.285 But there are no details about how the media reached its 

conclusion, and other reports point to a different conclusion.286 Therefore, the 

analysis below is primarily aimed at providing an analytical framework, rather 

than speculating the outcome of the dispute. When more facts emerge from 

Huawei v. Sweden, we will be in a better position to perform the latter task.  
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1. Does the Huawei Ban Violate Substantive Treaty Obligations in China-

Sweden BIT? 

The relevant legal standards of FET, MFN, and expropriation in international 

investment law are extensively discussed in the arbitral awards and academic 

literature.287 For the purpose of this Article, it is sufficient to say that any 

analysis of whether substantive treaty obligations in China-Sweden BIT were 

breached must focus on two issues. First, is the purpose of the Swedish decision 

to exclude Huawei equipment from 5G network the protection of national 

security? Second, is the Swedish decision justifiable, i.e., reasonable, non-

discriminatory, and proportional for the purpose of preventing national security 

risks? If the Swedish decision was for the purpose of national security and the 

decision was justifiable, then it would not violate FET, MFN, or constitute 

expropriation. Specifically, if the two conditions were met, the ban would not 

constitute expropriation but a legitimate non-compensable government 

regulation, falling within police powers of Sweden;288 the ban would not violate 

FET because it was not arbitrary or discriminatory;289 and the ban would not 

violate MFN because different treatment in like circumstances may be justified 

by pursuing the legitimate public interest of national security.290  

For the first question, this article argues that the tribunal is likely to accept 

Sweden’s argument that the decision to exclude Huawei equipment from its 5G 

network was taken to protect national security unless Sweden cannot produce 

any plausible evidence that Huawei 5G equipment presents a national security 

risk. Given the ubiquitous high-speed connectivity of 5G and its potential to 

transform military capabilities as well as the fact that 5G networks will be 

integrated into future military operations,291 there is little doubt that a threat to 
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the security of 5G networks constitutes a national security risk. Moreover, a clear 

trend emerging from the case law is that arbitral tribunals usually grant a wide 

margin of deference to the host country in determining the existence of a national 

security risk precisely because national security issues relate to the existential 

core of a state. Such deference cannot be unlimited, but it proves to be very 

difficult for a foreign investor to challenge the assessment of a host country. The 

tribunal in Devas v. India stated that an investor who wishes to challenge a 

State’s national security decision faces a heavy burden of proof, such as “bad 

faith, absence of authority or application to measures that do not relate to 

essential security interests”.292 The tribunal in Deutsche Telekom v. India stated 

that the Government of India’s declaration that the satellite spectrum was 

reacquired for military or paramilitary use was sufficient for the tribunal to hold 

that the measure was directed at the protection of India’s essential security 

interests, even though the tribunal openly expressed serious doubt of the 

genuineness of India’s national security claim.293 The tribunal in Global 

Telecom Holding S.A.E v. Canada did not even assess the genuineness or 

rationality of Canada’s security concerns and considered only how the national 

security review process was conducted.294 

Finally, to allay fears that Huawei equipment might pose a security risk to 

the UK’s networks, Huawei entered into an agreement with the British 

government to allow extensive security reviews of Huawei’s hardware and 

software in November 2010.295 The Huawei Cyber Security Evaluation Centre 

(HCSEC) is controlled by an oversight board that reports to the UK’s National 

Cyber Security Centre.296 Over the years of operation of the HCSEC, British 

inspectors have never found a backdoor.297 However, the oversight board has 

consistently identified “significant, concerning issues” in Huawei’s approach to 

software development that require ongoing management and mitigation.298 In 

other words, the potential national security risk of Huawei equipment cannot be 

completely overruled even if mitigation measures were undertaken.  
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The second question is whether the Swedish ban on Huawei equipment is 

rational, non-discriminatory, and proportional for the purpose of safeguarding 

national security. First, the Swedish authority singled out and banned Huawei 

equipment but permitted Huawei’s business competitors to supply a similar 

product for its 5G networks. Apparently, the Swedish decision affords Huawei 

a differential and less favorable treatment compared to other investors in the 

same business sector. Nevertheless, whether the differential treatment violates 

the MFN treatment embodied in Article 2(2) of the China-Sweden BIT depends 

on whether the differential treatment is unreasonable or lacking proportionality 

to achieve an otherwise legitimate objective of the state.299 If, for example, 

Huawei presents a higher national security risk to Sweden than Huawei’s 

competitors such as Samsung, then a differential treatment may be justified. 

Similarly, if the Swedish decision is reasonable and proportional, it will not be 

inconsistent with the FET obligation or constitute indirect expropriation.300  

The burden of proof falls on the Swedish government to explain why the 

difference in treatment between Huawei and its competitors is justified.301 It was 

reported that the Swedish ban was based on national security concerns raised by 

Sweden’s security services and armed forces.302 However, the detailed analysis 

of why Huawei was afforded a differential treatment was not disclosed. Since 

Sweden is not the only country that banned Huawei equipment from 5G 

network, it would be useful to review why other countries, such as the U.S. and 

UK, treated Huawei differently from other ICT vendors. It is highly likely that 

Sweden will use the same reasons as other countries to justify its decision.  

In the UK, Huawei has always been considered as posing a higher national 

security risk by the UK government and it is designated as a high-risk vendor by 

the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), the UK’s lead technical authority 

on cyber security. The reasons why the NCSC continues to consider Huawei a 

high-risk vendor include at least that:303  
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• Huawei has a significant market share in the UK already, which 
gives it a strategic significance; 

• Huawei could, under China’s National Intelligence Law of 2017, 
be ordered to act in a way that is harmful to the UK; 

• the NCSC assesses that the Chinese State (and associated actors) 
have carried out and will continue to carry out cyber attacks 
against the UK and the UK interests;  

• Huawei’s cyber security and engineering quality is low and its 
processes opaque. For example, the HCSEC Oversight Board 
raised significant concerns about Huawei’s engineering processes.  

• A large number of Huawei entities have been included on the US 
Entity List. Those restrictions keep tightening in a way that is 
likely to have an impact on future availability and reliability of 
Huawei’s products.  

Similarly, the U.S. government has accused Huawei of potential cyber 

espionage, intellectual property theft, violations of international sanctions, 

complicated ownership structure, relationship with the Chinese intelligence 

agencies and the Chinese military and being influenced by the Chinese 

Communist Party.304 

Huawei has vigorously denied many of the allegations, and the denials are 

not without merits.305 For example, Huawei’s attorneys have issued a legal 

opinion before the Federal Communications Commission arguing that Huawei 

is not obligated to cooperate with any request by the Chinese government to use 

their systems or access them for malicious purposes under the guise of state 

security, nor is the Chinese government authorized to order Huawei to hack into 

products they make to spy on or disable communications.306 China’s ministry of 

foreign affairs has officially clarified that no law in China requires any company 

to install mandatory back doors307 Zhengfei has publicly asserted that Huawei 
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has never spied for the Chinese government and never would.308 Huawei has 

also tried to explain that it is controlled by its employees through a trade union, 

not the Chinese government.309 Moreover, there is no hard evidence that 

Huawei’s equipment is inherently riskier than its competitors’ equipment.310  

The central question is: how would the arbitral tribunal approach competing 

claims of the rationality of the Swedish decision? As the tribunal in Deutsche 

Telekom v India states, the tribunal will recognize a margin of deference to the 

host state’s determination, given the state’s proximity to the situation, expertise, 

and competence. Thus, the tribunal would not review de novo the state’s 

determination.311 It is unlikely for the tribunal to ask a State to show that the 

existence of a national security risk was unanimously accepted, which will often 

be an almost impossible task to meet, especially in areas of scientific uncertainty 

or new technology. Instead, the tribunal will focus on whether the reasons 

provided by Sweden are reasonable or rational, for instance, supported by at least 

some respectable security experts.312 Given that there is strong voice from highly 

qualified technical experts questioning the security of Huawei equipment in the 

5G network313, it is possible for the tribunal to refrain from second guessing a 

sovereign state’s good faith regulatory choice.  

It would also be challenging for Huawei to argue that the Swedish ban 

is not proportional to the risks presented by Huawei 5G kit. One important 

feature of the Swedish decision is that it is not a complete exclusion of Huawei 

equipment. It only prohibited Huawei equipment from central functions of 5G 

network.314 The Swedish decision is a reminder of the United Kingdom’s 

initial decision that Huawei would be banned from the core of its telecoms 

network, although Huawei equipment would be allowed in up to thirty -

five percent of peripheral parts of the network.  The United Kingdom’s 

network operators and intelligence officials believed that it was possible to 

design a system architecture in which the sensitive parts of the network known 
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as its “core” are protected from interference.315 Related, Huawei has long 

complained that host countries did not consider the steps that Huawei had taken 

to guard against state interference and exploitation of its technology and 

equipment.316  

However, many contended that as 5G evolves, the current distinction 

between core/central and non-core/peripheral parts will be lost as more and more 

sensitive operations are carried out closer to users. 317 The 2012 report released 

by the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence concluded that it is 

virtually impossible to find and eliminate every significant vulnerability given 

the complexity of the information and telecommunications system, in particular, 

when flaws were intentionally inserted by a determined and clever insider.318 In 

the same vein, due to areas of concern exposed through the proper functioning 

of the mitigation strategy and associated oversight mechanisms, the oversight 

board of the HCSEC in the United Kingdom has consistently concluded since 

2018 that it can provide only limited assurance that the long-term security risks 

can be managed in the Huawei equipment currently deployed in the United 

Kingdom.319 Based on this assessment, the United States and Australia claim it 

will no longer be possible to keep Huawei, and by extension the Chinese state, 

out of the network’s most sensitive areas.320 Given that the Swedish decision is 

arguably even more generous than the initial UK decision, as it did not 

specify the percentage of peripheral parts of the network that Huawei may 

provide, it is possible that the Swedish decision could pass a 

proportionality assessment.  

In summary, considering the available public information about 

Huawei and the whole body of arbitral awards, it is likely that the arbitral 

tribunal will substantially defer to Sweden’s national security decision 

and find that the Swedish decision on Huawei may not violate FET, MFN, 

or otherwise constitute indirect expropriation. Still, more facts relating to  

the security of Huawei equipment and the circumstances relating to the 

Swedish ban are needed to reach a conclusion.  
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2. The Necessity Defense  

Alternatively, Sweden can invoke the customary international law doctrine 

of necessity to defend its decision. Article 25 of the ILC Articles, which reflects 

customary international law on the point, provides: 

1. Necessity may not be invoked by a State as a ground for precluding 
the wrongfulness of an act not in conformity with an international 
obligation of that State unless the act: (a) is the only way for the State 
to safeguard an essential interest against a grave and imminent peril; 
and (b) does not seriously impair an essential interest of the State or 
States towards which the obligation exists, or of the international 
community as a whole.  

2. In any case, necessity may not be invoked by a State as a ground for 
precluding wrongfulness if: (a) the international obligation in question 
excludes the possibility of invoking necessity; or (b) the State has 
contributed to the situation of necessity.321 

In order to invoke the necessity defense, Sweden has to demonstrate that all 

the requirements prescribed above are met. As there is no evidence that Sweden 

has contributed to the situation of necessity, or that the international obligation 

in the China-Sweden BIT excludes the possibility of invoking necessity, or that 

Sweden’s invocation of the necessity defense would seriously impair an 

essential interest of China or of the international community as a whole, the 

analysis below will focus on two issues. First, was the Swedish ban imposed for 

the purpose of safeguarding “an essential interest” against “a grave and 

imminent peril”? Second, was the ban “the only way” for Sweden to “safeguard” 

the “essential interest”? 

For the first question, it is highly likely that the arbitral tribunal will hold that 

the security of 5G network is “an essential interest.” In LG & E Energy v. 

Argentina, the tribunal noted that necessity under customary international law is 

triggered whenever the State is threatened by a serious danger to the possibility 

of maintaining its essential services in operation.322 In AWG Group v. Argentina 

and Impregilo v. Argentina, the tribunals considered the provision of water 

distribution and waste water treatment services was vital to the health and well-
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being of nearly ten million people and was therefore “an essential interest” of 

the Argentine State.323  

The requirement that the essential interest be threatened by a “grave and 

imminent peril” is seldom discussed separately in the arbitral awards.324 In 

Enron v. Argentina, the tribunal took the view that the Argentine financial crisis 

was not a “grave and imminent peril” because there was no convincing evidence 

that the events were “out of control or had become unmanageable.”325 By 

comparison, in the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros case, the International Court of 

Justice outlined a less stringent standard. It ruled that for a peril to be 

“imminent,” it must not be a mere possibility; instead, it must be duly 

established, certain and inevitable. This is not to say that the peril must have 

already manifested itself. A State is perfectly entitled to take measures in 

response to the peril from the moment that it becomes certain, even though the 

realization of that peril may be far off.326 Given that there is no smoking-gun 

evidence that Huawei has previously rigged its equipment at the behest of the 

Chinese government, it would be challenging for Sweden to argue that the 

national security risk posed by Huawei is “certain and inevitable,” even less “out 

of control or had become unmanageable.”  

To justify its decision due to the doctrine of necessity, Sweden must also 

show that the decision it took was “the only way” for it to protect the essential 

interest against the peril posed by Huawei. In CMS v. Argentina, the tribunal 

concluded that as long as Argentina had other options available to it, even if they 

may be costly or less convenient, the “only way” requirement would not be 

met.327 Other tribunals in the Sempra and Enron arbitrations adopted a similar 

approach.328 This is a highly stringent standard as theoretically there are always 

alternatives that could be adopted to protect the essential interest at stake. For 

example, Huawei has offered to sign no-spy agreements with governments of 

host countries to commit to making Huawei equipment meet the no-spy, no-

backdoors standard.329 In addition, Huawei has put a lot of effort into 
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demonstrating transparency in its systems and is open to investigations of its 5G 

equipment. In 2018, it announced the opening of an information security lab in 

Germany where operators and regulators could review the source code that went 

into Huawei equipment.330 A similar center of HCSEC has already been 

operational in the United Kingdom since 2010. Hypothetically, there are other 

possible ways for the Swedish government to enhance surveillance of 5G 

security without banning Huawei equipment out of central functions.  

The problem with the current approach of most tribunals is that the question 

of whether the measure taken by the State is the “only way” cannot be asked in 

the abstract. On almost every occasion there will be other options, other courses 

of action that a State could have conceivably taken. The real question that must 

be asked is whether the “essential interest” could be adequately protected by 

other alternatives.331 Tribunals in Urbaser SA et al. v. Argentina and AWG 

Group v. Argentina seem to support this view.332 If this approach was taken, 

Sweden may argue that excluding Huawei equipment from central functions of 

5G network is the “only way” to ensure national security as alternatives may fail 

to achieve its objective. It is unclear whether this argument may be accepted by 

the arbitral tribunal.  

In practice, very rarely could a State satisfy the cumulative requirements of 

necessity doctrine in customary international law.333 Arbitral tribunals seem to 

have adopted an extremely intrusive standard of review in scrutinizing the 

necessity of measures at issue. It would be a challenge for Sweden to rely on the 

necessity defense in customary international law to justify the exclusion of 

Huawei equipment from its 5G network.  

CONCLUSION 

The rise of Chinese investors as active global players presents to host 

countries a vexing policy dilemma. The positive economic and political 

ramifications of foreign direct investment are widely accepted. But due to their 

strong political ties with the Chinese government and concentration in strategic 
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and sensitive sectors, Chinese investors are perceived as raising some unique 

national security challenges to host states. Huawei is a case in point.  

To be sure, the heated political debate on how to handle alleged national 

security concerns about Huawei is not merely a technical issue. It should be seen 

in the broader context of American securitization of China in general.334 At its 

core, what Huawei presents is a political and a geopolitical challenge. As FBI 

Director Chris Wray testified before the Senate Intelligence Committee in 2018:  

We’re deeply concerned about the risks of allowing any company or 
entity that is beholden to foreign governments that don’t share our 
values to gain positions of power inside our telecommunications 
networks.335 

But a weaponized national security regime not only damages foreign 

investors’ perception of the investment environment in a host country, but also 

runs the risk of breaching a host country’s investment treaty obligations if a 

national security decision was not made on genuine national security concerns 

but under the influence of misinformed populism, protectionism, and 

xenophobia.336 This concern leads us to enquiry whether modern international 

investment norms are resilient enough to balance the competing interests of 

safeguarding genuine national security concerns and preventing the abuse of 

national security exception as a pretext for protectionism or even a tool of great 

power rivalry. It is submitted that Huawei’s request for arbitration against 

Sweden is a testing ground and the outcome of the case will have a lasting effect 

on shaping the contours of international investment law in the age of 

geoeconomics. 
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